
              
 

Analysis of students’ questionnaires   

 

It can be seen from Student identification questionnaire that 95% of the students  

answered, that they are from Poland, most of the students are boys, only about 

7% are girls, they are between 14-18+ years old. The biggest group are 17 years 

old (45%). They live both in villages (48%) and city (45%) only a few live in  

towns. Their parents’ educational level is in most cases high school (60%), 

university is about 20 % and one and a quarter of fathers and one and a sixth 

mothers represent another educational level. Most of the students live with their 

families – 75%, about 18% of the students live in the dormitory and only a few 

live in other places. The students’ families’ income level is in 45% above 

average or average and only 10% are below the average level. Most of the 

parents (85% )work, but a big group (15%) of parents are unemployed. Most of 

the parents are alive, 3,5% mothers and 8% fathers are dead. Most of the 

students’ parents live together (70%), but 30% of parents live separately.  

 

The practical training is related to the students field (75%), some of the students 

25% think, that it isn’t so. 80% of students wrote an ability test and filled in 

questionnaires or forms about the field choice. The students always like listening 

to music (60%), they often make their own choice by themselves (40%) and like 

travelling (36%), they rarely like reading books (45%), they never participate in 

art activities at school (68%), they use social media and participate in sport 

activities at school. At the age of 12-14 (42%) or 15-17 the students first 

realized that they would have to choose a field of study/work. Most of them 

made their field choice by themselves (80%) no one obliged them to choose 

their field ( 90%), they made their field choice consciously and in accordance 

with their interest and ability and their physical and personal characteristics 

(80%). If they were in a different family, their field choice wouldn’t  be different 

(80%). Only 22 % had no right to choose a field. About 80% of the students got 

the information about their field before choosing, researched about financial 

opportunities of this field and about entrance and ability requirements for this 

field. About a half of them got necessary guidance service in the field choice 

process (54%), had seminars about field choice (45%), got professional support 

about field choice (44%). 40% of their parents had seminars about the field 

choice. 

Their field will affect their life in the future in physical (72%), social (60%), 

economic (58%) and psychological way (50%). 


